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Abstract. The search for good hyper-parameters is crucial for various
deep learning methods. In addition to the hyper-parameter tuning on
validation data, meta-learning provides a promising manner for optimizing the hyper-parameters, referred to as meta optimization. In all existing meta optimization methods, the meta data set is directly given or
constructed from training data based on simple selection criteria. This
study investigates the automatic compiling of a high-quality meta set
from training data with more well-designed criteria and the submodular
optimization strategy. First, a theoretical analysis is conducted for the
generalization gap of meta optimization with a general meta data compiling method. Illuminated by the theoretical analysis, four criteria are
presented to reduce the gap’s upper bound. Second, the four criteria are
cooperated to construct an optimization problem for the automatic meta
data selection from training data. The optimization problem is proven to
be submodular, and the submodular optimization strategy is employed
to optimize the selection process. An extensive experimental study is
conducted, and results indicate that our compiled meta data can yield
better or comparable performances than the data compiled with existing
methods.
Keywords: Hyper-parameter optimization · Meta optimization · Generalization gap · Submodular optimization · Selection criteria
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Introduction

Hyper-parameters have a considerable effect on the final performance of a model
in machine learning. In shallow learning, cross-validation is usually leveraged to
search (near) optimal hyper-parameters; in deep learning, due to the high time
consumption of cross-validation, an independent validation set is constructed,
and the hyper-parameters with the best performance are selected as the final
hyper-parameters. In both strategies, the hyper-parameters are searched in a
pre-defined grid. Recently, meta-learning has provided an effective manner to
directly optimize the hyper-parameters instead of the grid search in existing
strategies. Various hyper-parameters, such as learning rates [1], weights of noisy
or imbalanced samples [3–5], pseudo labels [6–8], and others inside particular
methods [9, 10], have been optimized via meta-learning on an additional small
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meta data set. Meta-learning based hyper-parameter optimization is called meta
optimization.
In meta optimization, an independent meta data set is required, and ideally
the meta set is unbiased. For example, in meta semantic data augmentation [10],
which applies meta optimization for the covariance matrix, the meta data set
in an experimental run contains a certain number of images independent of the
training set. Although the leveraged meta set is claimed to be unbiased, no
“unbiased” standard is provided. Most existing studies directly assume that an
independent and high-quality meta set is ready for training. However, independent meta data do not usually exist. Recently, Zhang and Pfister [11] combine
two criteria to compile meta data from training data with a simple greedy selection strategy. Initial promising results are reported in their study. However,
their utilized criteria are still simple and may be insufficient in meta data compiling. This study proposes a new effective method for compiling meta data only
from the corresponding training data. First, the generalization gap is analyzed
for compiled meta data. Based on the upper bound of the gap, we analyze the
characteristics that meta data should meet. Four selection criteria are then obtained: cleanness, balance, diversity, and uncertainty. The submodular optimization strategy [12] is leveraged to optimize the selection process with the criteria.
Experiments on the two typical meta optimization scenarios, namely, imbalance
learning and noisy label learning, are performed to verify the effectiveness of our
method. The main contributions are summarized as follows:
– The expected generalization gap of the meta optimization is inferred when
the ideal (i.e., not unbiased) meta set is not given, and the employed meta set
is constructed through a meta data compiling method. This gap facilitates
the understanding and explanation of the performances of meta optimization
with different meta data compiling methods. Moreover, the gap provides
theoretical guidance for automatic meta data construction.
– A new meta data compiling method is proposed to select meta data from
training data for meta optimization. In our method, four sophisticated criteria are considered illuminated by the gap, and the submodular optimization
strategy is introduced to solve the optimal subset selection with the fused
criteria. Extensive experiments indicate our compiled meta data yield better
accuracies in typical meta optimization scenarios than existing strategies.

2

Related Work

This section briefly introduces meta optimization, meta data compiling, and
submodular optimization in machine learning.
2.1

Meta Optimization

Meta optimization is the instantiation of meta-learning [13, 14], which optimizes
the target hyper-parameters by minimizing the learning error on meta data.
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Compared with the grid search, meta optimization is more efficient and has
theoretical advantages over traditional cross-validation [15]. Let T and S be
the training and (unbiased) meta sets, respectively. Let Θ and µ be the model
parameters and hyper-parameters, respectively. Given µ, an optimal Θ∗ (µ) can
be subsequently obtained as follows:
Θ∗ (µ) = arg min LT (Θ, µ),
Θ

(1)

where L is the loss. The optimal hyper-parameters µ∗ can thus be obtained by
minimizing the loss on the meta set S:
µ∗ = arg min LS (Θ∗ (µ)).
µ

(2)

Meta optimization has been widely used in various scenarios, such as imbalance learning and noisy label learning.
2.2

Meta Data Compiling

In existing studies, meta data are assumed to be given in advance, and no standard for selecting meta data is provided and discussed. Take meta optimization
as an example in imbalance to illustrate how the meta data are compiled in nearly
all existing studies. The benchmark data set CIFAR10 [16] contains 50,000 training samples on ten balanced categories. In the experiments, a balanced subset of
50,000 images is used as the independent meta set. Then, the rest of the images
are used to build imbalanced training set by different category-wise probabilities.
Unfortunately, the above simulation process is infeasible in real applications.
A promising solution is to define a set of “unbiased” criteria and then select meta
data from training data. So far, only one recent study [11] has investigated this
technical line. However, only the “cleanness” criterion and the “balance” criterion
are considered. For the balance criterion in [11], if the number of samples for
a certain class is not enough, the authors simply repeat the samples to attain
balance. Theoretical guidance for how to compile meta data is still lacking up
till now. This study attempts to construct guidance with a theoretical basis.
2.3

Submodular Optimization

Submodular optimization provides an efficient framework to solve the NP-hard
combination problem with fast greedy optimization. A submodular optimization instance LtLG [17] can achieve linear time complexity in the data size,
which is independent of the cardinality constraint in expectation. Submodular
optimization has been widely used in text summarization, sensor placement,
and speech recognition [18]. Joseph et al. [18] proposed an effective submodular
optimization-based method to construct a mini-batch in DNN training. Significant improvements in convergence and accuracy with submodular mini-batches
have been observed.
When more sophisticated criteria are considered in automatic meta data
compiling, the optimizing is very likely to become NP-hard, and simple greedy
strategies are ineffective. Submodular optimization provides an effective solution.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our submodular meta data compiling. Our method is called submodular optimization-based meta data compiling (denoted as SOMC for briefly).
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Methodology

Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed submodular compiling process for the meta data
set. The theoretical analysis for meta data construction is conducted firstly. And
then the meta data selection method is described.
3.1

Theoretical analysis for meta data construction

Ideally, the distribution of samples in a compiled meta set equals that of testing samples. Bao et al. [15] infer a generalization gap for the meta optimization associated with independent ideal (i.e., unbiased) meta data. Let X be
the sample space. Let ptr and pme be the distributions of training and meta
me
be a set of
data, respectively. Let T be a set of n training samples, and Sm
me
me
), x)] be the ex), pme ) = Ex∼pme [l(A(T, Sm
m meta samples. Let R(A(T, Sm
pected risk for the learning on the meta set S me , where l(·, x) is the loss on x, A
me
is a meta optimization method and A(T, Sm
) is the learned hyper-parameters
me
me
me
andPmodel with the training set T and meta set Sm
. Let R̂(A(T, Sm
), Sm
)=
1
me
l(A(T,
S
),
x)
be
the
empirical
risk
for
the
learning
on
the
meta
set
me
m
x∈Sm
m
me
.
Sm
The involved meta optimization method is assumed to be β-uniformly stable [15]. That is, for a randomized meta optimization algorithm A, if for two
0
me
arbitrary compiled meta sets Sm
and Smme such that they differ in at most one
n
sample, then ∀ T ∈ X , ∀ x ∈ X, we have
0

me
|EA [l(A(T, Sm
), x) − l(A(T, Smme ), x)]| ≤ β.

(3)

The generalization gap is defined as
me
me
me
me
gap(T, Sm
) = R(A(T, Sm
), pme ) − R̂(A(T, Sm
), Sm
).

(4)

The expected generalization gap satisfies [15]
me
me [gap(T, S
|EA,T,Sm
m )]| ≤ β.

(5)
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We infer the expected generalization gap when a meta set is not ideal and
constructed from training data, including ours method. As the involved meta
optimization method is not changed in our study, the β-uniform stability is still
sme
me
assumed. Let Sm
be the compiled meta set consisting of m samples. Let Pm
sme
me
sme
and Pm be the distributions of Sm and Sm , respectively.
me
sme
Definition 1. The distance between two distributions Pm
and Pm
is defined
as follow:
Z
me
sme
me
sme
d(Pm kPm ) =
|Pm
(S) − Pm
(S)|dS.
(6)
S∈X m

me
sme
For brevity, d(Pm
kPm
) is denoted as dm . If the two
idenP distributions are
1
sme
sme
sme
), x)
tical, then dm is zero. Let R̂(A(T, Sm
), Sm
)= m
sme l(A(T, Sm
x∈Sm
sme
be the empirical risk for the learning on our compiled meta set Sm
. We first
sme
as follows:
define the generalization gap for Sm
me
sme
me
sme
sme
gap(T, Sm
, Sm
) = R(A(T, Sm
), pme ) − R̂(A(T, Sm
), Sm
).

(7)

We obtain the theorem for the expectation of the above generalization gap
as follows:
Theorem 1. Suppose a randomized meta optimization algorithm A is β-uniformly
stable on meta data in expectation, then we have
me
sme
me ,S sme [gap(T, S
|EA,T,Sm
m , Sm )]| ≤ β + bdm ,
m

(8)

where b is the upper bound of the losses of samples in the whole space (following
sme
me
).
kPm
the assumption in [15]), and dm = d(Pm
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in the supplementary material1 . Compared with the expected generalization gap for independent (ideal) meta sets
given in Eq. (5), our expected generalization gap for automatically compiled
meta sets contains an additional term bdm . Naturally, an ideal criterion for
sme
Sm
should make sure both β and bdm as small as possible. Note that β =
N s(l) κ
2cL2 1
[
m κ (( 2cL2 ) − 1) + 1] (Theorem 2 in [15]), where m, c, L, γ, κ, and N remain
unchanged and only s(l) = b − a (the range of the loss) may change in terms
of different meta data selection criteria. As a → 0 when the cross-entropy loss
is used, only b and dm affect the upper bound of the gap (i.e., the value of the
right-side of (8)). Consequently, we explore the selection criteria according to
the minimization of both dm and b, separately2 . First, we have the following
conclusion.
sme
Corollary 1. The optimal selected meta data distribution Pm
(S) should satsme
me
isfy that dm = 0, i.e., Pm (S) = Pm (S).
1

2

The supplementary material is upploaded to https://github.com/ffgg11/SubmodularMeta-Data-Compiling-for-Meta-Optimization.
The value of b affects both β and bdm , while dm only affects bdm .
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Accordingly, it is inappropriate to select training data uniformly at random
as meta data as the training data in many scenarios (e.g., imbalance learning)
is biased against the true meta data. In practice, the true distribution of meta
data is unknown. However, two requirements [3–6, 8–10] are usually assumed to
be met for an arbitrary meta data set:
– Cleanness. As meta data are assumed to be drawn from the true distribution without observation noises, meta data should be as clean as possible.
– Balance. The balance over categories is usually taken as a prior in previous
studies utilizing meta optimization. This study also inherits this assumption.
According to Corollary 1, to reduce the value of dm , cleanness and balance should
be leveraged as two selection criteria in our meta data compiling. We will show
that cleanness and balance may also reduce the value of b in the succeeding
discussion.
As dm cannot be guaranteed to be zero only with the two criteria mentioned
above, b should also be as small as possible. The value of b is determined by
both the ideal yet unknown meta set (actually the true distribution of meta
data) and the compiled meta set (actually the underlying distribution of our
compiled meta data). Considering that the ideal meta set is not given and our
selection criteria do not affect the distribution of the ideal meta set, the ideal
meta set can be ignored in the discussion for the reduction of b. To reduce the
value of b, the following selection criteria are beneficial:
– Cleanness. If there are noisy samples in the compiled meta set, then the
losses of clean samples will be larger as noisy samples usually damage the
generalization ability [38]. Therefore, keeping the compiled meta data as
clean as possible will also reduce the value of b in a high probability.
– Balance. Even though the balance prior does not hold in a specific learning task, the balance over categories may reduce the maximum loss of the
samples of tail categories [5]. For this consideration, balance is still useful.
– Uncertainty. Pagliardini et al. [37] show that adding more samples with
high uncertainty will increase the classification margin. Accordingly, the
maximum loss may also be reduced if the meta data are noisy-free. Indeed,
uncertainty sampling [30–32] is prevalent in sample selection in active learning. It is proven to be more data-efficient than random sampling [34].
– Diversity. Diversity can be seen as the balance prior for the samples within
a category. This balance prior may also reduce the maximum loss of each
category. The maximum loss may subsequently be reduced. Indeed, diversityaware selection has other merits. Madan et al. [36] find that using the same
amount of training data, increasing the number of in-distribution combinations (i.e., data diversity) also significantly improves the generalization
ability to out-of-distribution data.
According to the above considerations, two more criteria, namely, uncertainty
and diversity3 , are also considered in addition to the cleanness and balance
3

Indeed, Ren et al. [29] revealed that the uncertainty and the diversity criteria are
usually used together to improve the model performance in deep active learning.
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Fig. 2. An illustrative example of the four selection criteria. There are two classes and
five samples per class with a decision boundary. The samples {3, 7} are those with
noisy labels. The cleanness criterion prefers the samples {4, 6} to {3, 7}. The balance
criterion promotes to select the samples {4, 5, 6, 10} instead of {2, 4, 5, 6}. Diversity
prefers samples {6, 8, 10} to {8, 9, 10}. The uncertainty criterion promotes the selection
of samples {4, 5} instead of {1, 2}.

criteria. Fig. 2 illustrates the roles of each of the four summarized selection
criteria in terms of the reduction of b. There are two classes of points with a
decision boundary between them. There are two noisy samples, 3 and 7. First,
if cleanness is not considered, then the noisy samples {3, 7} may appear in the
meta set. It is highly possible that the losses of clean samples near {3} and {7}
in the whole space are relatively high. Second, if the balance criterion is not
considered, the losses of the samples in the tail categories are high to a certain
extent. For example, if we choose the samples {1, 2, 4, 5, 6} as meta data, then
the losses of the samples near {9, 10} in Class B will become high with a high
probability. Third, if the diversity criterion is not considered, then the samples
{8, 9, 10} may be chosen. The samples around the sample {6} may have higher
loss values. Finally, if the uncertainty criterion is not considered (e.g., if {4, 5}
are not selected, the decision boundary will move in the direction of the dotted
line.), then the classification margin will decrease [37]. Consequently, the losses
of the samples near {4, 5} will increase. Further, uncertainty can avoid selecting
too many clean samples with small losses through Eq. (10), and thus can improve
the update efficiency of meta optimization. Based on the above analysis, if any
of the four summarized criteria are ignored, the losses of samples in specific local
regions of the whole space will increase. As a result, b will increase.

3.2

Details of The Four Selection Criteria

This subsection describes how the four selection criteria are applied in the meta
data compiling from a given training set. Considering that the training sizes in
deep learning tasks are usually large, it is inappropriate to run all four selection
criteria on each training sample. Therefore, sampling will firstly be performed
to reduce the size of candidate samples fed to other criteria.
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Uncertainty Criterion. Let Θ be the current model parameter. The output entropy of a training sample xi is used to measure the uncertainty of xi . Let C be
the set of all classes. The calculation for the out entropy of xi is as follows:
X
u(xi ) = −
P (c|xi , Θ) log P (c|xi , Θ),
(9)
c∈C

where P (c|xi , Θ) refers to the probability that the current model predicts the
sample xi as the c-th category. Generally, a sample near the decision boundary
has a high uncertainty score. In our implementation, we sample the data based
on the normalized uncertainty score
P for each class, respectively. That is, the sampling probability of xi is u(xi )/ j:yj =yi u(xj ). More details about uncertainty
sampling can be found in Algorithm 1 and the experimental implementation
details in supplementary materials.
Cleanness Criterion. This criterion aims to select data with clean labels or clean
features. Many metrics can be used to judge the noisy degree of a sample, including loss (prediction) [11], loss variance [2], gradient norm [20], etc. Considering
that the loss metric is the most widely used, this study also adopts it. The
cleanness degree of a set is defined as follows:
X
X
C(S) =
c(xi ) =
P (yi |xi , Θ),
(10)
xi ∈S

xi ∈S

where yi is the label of xi , and Θ is the model parameter(s). If yi is a noisy label
or xi has non-trivial noisy features, then P (yi |xi , Θ) is usually small during
training.
Balance Criterion. Imbalance can cause the model to have a good performance
on the head categories but poor performance on the tail ones. Let nsc be the
number of meta samples of the c-th category, and m be the total number of
meta samples. The balance score of a subset is formulated as follows:
Y
m
m
c ≤ nsc ≤ d
e),
(11)
B(S) =
I(b
c∈C
|C|
|C|
where C is the category set. When B(S) = 1, the subset is balanced.
Diversity Criterion. The criterion selects samples with different features by considering the relationship among samples. The following approach is utilized to
measure the diversity of a subset. Given φ(·, ·) to be any distance metric between
the two data points, a larger value of the minimum distance among points would
imply more diversity in the subset.
X
D(S) =
min φ(x̃i , x̃j ),
(12)
xi ∈S

xj ∈S:i6=j

where x̃i is the output of the final feature encoding layer of xi . This score is
dependent on the choice of distance metric. In our implementation, Euclidean
distance (kx̃i − x̃j k2 ) is employed according to the performances of different
distance metrics reported in [18].
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Submodular Optimization

The four criteria are cooperated to construct an optimization problem for the
final meta data compiling. As previously described, the uncertainty criterion is
first utilized to reduce the candidate training data. The diversity and cleanness
criteria are then combined as follows:
F(S) = λD(S) + (1 − λ)C(S),

(13)

where λ is a hyper-parameter. Let T be the candidate training data which is
passed through the uncertainty criterion. Consequently, an optimal meta set of
size m is selected by solving the following optimization problem:
S ∗ = arg max F(S)
S⊆T

s.t.

|S| ≤ m;

.

(14)

B(S) = 1

The maximization of Eq. (14) is a NP-hard problem as the total diversity
score in Eq. (12) cannot be factorized into the sum of diversity scores of each
sample. The simple greedy method leveraged in [11] is inapplicable. Hence, to
conduct an efficient and effective maximization, the submodular optimization
manner is leveraged.
Submodular optimization guarantees a solution for a submodular objective
function which is at least (in the worst case) 1 − 1/e of the optimal solution [21],
where e is the base of the natural logarithm. Further, some fast submodular optimization algorithms such as LtLG [17] have been put forward. An optimization
problem can be solved with submodular optimization if its objective function is
submodular and monotonically non-decreasing. Therefore, to apply submodular
optimization, we have two lemmas for the objective function.
Lemma 1. F(S) in Eq. (13) is submodular.
Lemma 2. F(S) in Eq. (13) is monotonically non-decreasing.
According to Lemmas 1 and 2, the submodular optimization technique can be
used directly to solve Eq. (14). Inspired by the general submodular optimization
framework SMDL [18], our method consists of three main processes shown in
Algorithm 1. First, a training subset T is obtained based on uncertainty sampling
and is randomly partitioned into K disjoint subsets. Secondly, a subset is further
generated from each of the K subset by maximizing the marginal gain F(a|S) =
F({a}∪S)−F(S). Lastly, the subsets are merged to generate the final meta data
set by considering the margin gain maximization and the balance constraint.
The time complexity of our proposed submodular optimization-based meta
data compiling (SOMC) is O((|T | + Km)md), where d is the feature dimension.
In practice, Algorithm 1 can be implemented in parallel and the time complexity
becomes approximately O((|T |/K + Km)md). When m is large, the time consumption can be significantly reduced by first compiling a batch of small meta
sets and then merging them as the final meta set S. The entire algorithmic steps
and more details are presented in the supplementary material.
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Algorithm 1 SOMC
Input: Training set T , u(xi ), i = 1, · · · , |T |, m, K, λ, and F(·) in Eq. (13).
Output: Meta data set S
1: S ←− ∅;
|T |
2: Obtain a subset (still marked as T ) of size 2 based on uncertainty sampling;
3: Partition T into K disjoint sets T1 , T2 , ..., TK ;
4: Generate a subset Sk (m samples) from Tk using LtLG [17], k = 1, · · · , K;
SK
5: S̃ ←− k=1 Sk ;
6: While |S| < m
7:
Select a sample (x∗ , y ∗ ) ∈ S̃ \ S using LtLG;
m
8:
If ny∗ ≤ d |C|
e−1
9:
S ←− {(x∗ , y ∗ )} ∪ S;
10: Return S.

4

Experiments

This section evaluates the performance of SOMC in benchmark image classification corpora, including CIFAR [16], ImageNet-LT [22], iNaturelist [23], and
Clothing1M [24]. Details of these corpora and the source code are provided in
the supplementary material.
4.1

Evaluation on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100

Nearly all existing meta optimization studies utilize independent meta sets, and
thus they should be compared. In this part, the independent meta data used in
existing studies are replaced by the data compiled by our SOMC. In addition,
the only existing automatic meta data selection method FSR [11] is also compared. FSR only uses cleanness and balance to select meta data in the training
set. Indeed, FSR also contains multiple data augmentation tricks and a novel
meta optimization method. For a fair comparison, only the module of meta data
compiling of FSR (denoted as “FSRC”) is compared in this experiment.
Results on Imbalance Classification Following [25], we use CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 to build imbalance training sets by varying imbalance factors µ ∈
{200, 100, 50, 20, 10}, namely, CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT. The original balanced test sets are still used. The concrete hyper-parameters setting is described
in the supplementary material. The average accuracy of the three repeated runs
is recorded for each method. The meta set for all existing studies contains ten
images for each category. However, the numbers of images in some tail categories
in CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT are less than ten. Thus, data augmentation
techniques are used to generate more candidates for the successive meta image
selection for these categories for our SOMC and FSRC. ResNet-32 [26] is used
as the base network. The parameter λ of our SOMC is searched in {0.3, 0.5, 0.7},
and K is searched in {2, 5}. More details are described in the supplementary file.
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Table 1. Test top-1 accuracy (%) of ResNet-32 on CIFAR10-LT and CIFAR100-LT
under different imbalance settings.
Data set
Imbalance factor
Base model (CE)
MCW+100/1000 meta images (CE)
MCW+FSRC (CE)
MCW+SOMC (CE)
MetaSAug +100/1000 meta images (CE)
MetaSAug+FSRC (CE)
MetaSAug+SOMC (CE)
MCW+100/1000 meta images (FL)
MCW+FSRC (FL)
MCW+SOMC (FL)
MetaSAug+100/1000 meta images (FL)
MetaSAug+FSRC (FL)
MetaSAug+SOMC (FL)
MCW+100/1000 meta images (LDAM)
MCW+FSRC (LDAM)
MCW+SOMC (LDAM)
MetaSAug+100/1000 meta images (LDAM)
MetaSAug+FSRC (LDAM)
MetaSAug+SOMC (LDAM)

200
65.87
70.66
72.34
73.71
76.16
75.41
76.25
74.43
74.57
75.26
75.73
75.12
76.01
77.23
76.85
77.69
76.42
75.89
76.56

CIFAR10-LT
100
50
20
70.14 74.94 82.44
76.41 80.51 86.46
77.65 81.31 86.25
79.24 82.34 86.98
80.48 83.52 87.20
79.28 82.87 86.81
80.25 83.61 87.43
78.90 82.88 86.10
79.23 83.06 86.22
80.17 83.65 86.52
80.25 83.04 86.95
79.87 82.52 85.99
80.44 83.41 86.77
80.00 82.23 84.37
79.97 82.04 85.12
80.43 82.86 85.74
80.43 83.72 87.32
79.93 83.21 86.72
80.61 83.96 87.45

10
86.18
88.85
88.02
88.67
88.89
88.37
89.02
88.37
88.59
88.84
88.61
88.21
88.87
87.40
88.03
88.51
88.77
87.93
88.57

200
34.70
39.31
38.53
39.95
42.27
42.53
43.32
39.34
39.67
40.26
40.42
39.77
40.69
39.53
40.25
41.37
42.87
42.69
43.48

Two meta optimization methods, namely, MCW [5] and MetaSAug [10], are
leveraged. Partial results on the early representative method MWNet [4] are
shown in the supplementary file. The original study of both methods provides
source codes and meta sets on the above data sets. Our experimental results are
obtained directly on these codes and hyper-parameter settings.
The classification accuracies of the three meta optimization methods with
independent meta sets, FSRC, and our proposed SOMC on CIFAR10-LT and
CIFAR100-LT are shown in Table 1. The results are organized into three distinct
groups according to the adopted loss functions (i.e., Cross-entropy (CE), Focal
loss (FL), and LDAM). SOMC can construct more effective meta data only from
training data than both independent meta sets and FSRC in nearly all the cases.

Results on Noisy Labels Learning Two typical types of corrupted training
labels are constructed: 1) Uniform noise. The label of each sample is independently changed to a random class with probability p. 2) Flip noise. The label of
each sample is independently flipped to similar classes with total probability p.
Details are described in the supplementary file. Two typical meta optimization
methods, MSLC [6] and MWNet [4], are used. In previous studies, the meta
data for these two methods consist of absolutely clean images. These clean images will be replaced by the compiled images with our SOMC. ResNet-32 [26]

CIFAR100-LT
100
50
20
38.46 44.02 51.06
43.35 48.53 55.62
44.21 49.72 55.98
45.97 51.28 57.32
46.97 51.98 57.75
47.02 51.61 57.87
48.03 52.36 58.52
44.70 50.08 55.73
44.85 50.35 55.89
45.96 51.13 56.67
45.95 51.57 57.65
45.86 51.22 57.25
46.90 51.99 57.81
44.08 49.16 52.38
44.83 49.79 53.34
45.73 50.62 54.29
48.29 52.18 57.65
47.43 51.65 57.54
48.17 52.56 58.43

10
55.73
59.58
60.17
61.11
61.75
61.35
61.88
59.59
59.87
60.35
61.17
60.84
61.65
58.00
59.46
60.30
61.37
61.35
61.93
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Table 2. Test top-1 accuracy (%) on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 of WRN-28-10 with
varying noise rates under uniform noise.
Data set
CIFAR10
CIFAR100
Noise rate
0%
40%
60%
0%
40%
60%
Base model (CE)
95.60±0.22 68.07±1.23 53.12±3.03 79.95±1.26 51.11±0.42 30.92±0.33
MSLC+1000 meta images
95.42±0.07 91.54±0.15 87.27±0.27 80.75±0.11 71.83±0.24 65.37±0.53
MSLC+FSRC
95.23±0.17 88.15±0.31 81.84±0.33 80.49±0.23 67.86±0.14 59.63±0.42
MSLC+SOMC
95.65±0.05 89.38±0.13 83.56±0.27 81.36±0.31 68.75±0.29 61.03±0.17
MWNet+1000 meta images 94.52±0.25 89.27±0.28 84.07±0.33 78.76±0.24 67.73±0.26 58.75±0.11
MWNet+FSRC
95.03±0.23 88.78±0.16 84.26±0.17 79.95±0.08 67.88±0.25 59.37±0.28
MWNet+SOMC
95.69±0.09 89.81±0.13 85.16±0.12 80.68±0.32 68.63±0.14 60.65±0.19
Table 3. Test top-1 accuracy (%) of ResNet-32 on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 with
varying noise rates under flip noise.
Data set
CIFAR10
CIFAR100
Noise rate
0%
20%
40%
0%
20%
40%
Base model (CE)
92.89±0.32 76.83±2.30 70.77±2.31 70.50±0.12 50.86±0.27 43.01±1.16
MSLC+1000 meta images
92.75±0.15 91.67±0.19 90.23±0.13 70.37±0.31 67.59±0.06 65.02±0.21
MSLC+FSRC
92.46±0.13 89.78±0.32 88.61±0.27 70.29±0.21 64.97±0.19 61.15±0.46
MSLC+SOMC
92.83±0.09 91.13±0.21 89.55±0.25 70.82±0.15 66.33±0.11 62.58±0.28
MWNet+1000 meta images 92.04±0.15 90.33±0.61 87.54±0.23 70.11±0.33 64.22±0.28 58.64±0.47
MWNet+FSRC
92.42±0.12 90.65±0.36 87.25±0.41 70.52±0.11 65.26±0.12 59.47±0.22
MWNet+SOMC
93.06±0.06 91.37±0.11 88.65±0.26 71.39±0.31 66.69±0.11 60.34±0.19

and WRN-28-10 [27] are used as the base network. The hyper-parameters setting
is presented in the supplementary file.
The classification results under different noise rates are shown in Tables 2
and 3. Our method outperforms the independent meta data in MWNet. As the
noise ratio increases, SOMC degrades more than the independent meta data
in MSLC. It is reasonable to require independent clean meta data in the case
of a high noise rate. Our method SOMC consistently outperforms FSRC under
different noise rates on both sets.
4.2

Evaluation of Large Data Sets

Four large data sets, iNaturalist2017 (iNat2017), iNaturalist2018 (iNat2018),
ImageNet-LT, and Clothing1M are used. The former three are leveraged for imbalance learning, while the last is for noisy label learning. MCW and MetaSAug
are utilized for ImageNet-LT, INat 2017 and 2018. MSLC and MWNet are utilized for Clothing1M. The experimental settings, including the hyper-parameters,
are presented in the supplementary material.
Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the competing methods on iNaturalist data
sets and ImageNet-LT. Although 25445 (for iNat2017), 16284 (for iNat2018),
and 10000 (for ImageNet-LT) independent meta data are used for MCW and
MetaSAug, their performances are worse than those of meta data compiled by
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our SOMC. FSRC yields the lowest accuracies among the three meta data construction methods for iNat2017 and 2018. In addition, MetaSAug+SOMC with
the pre-trained BBN [28] yields the highest top-1 accuracy for iNat2017 and
2018. For ImageNet-LT, SOMC still yields the best results.
Table 6 shows the results on Clothing1M. It can be seen that SOMC achieves
better results than 7000 independent meta data and compiled meta data by
FSRC on MWNet. For MSLC, compared with 7000 independent meta data,
SOMC still achieves comparable results. However, FSRC yields the worst results.
Table 4. Test top-1 accuracy (%) on iNaturalist 2017 and 2018.
Method
Base model (CE)
MCW+25445/16284 meta images
MCW+FSRC
MCW+SOMC

4.3

iNat2017 iNat2018
56.79
59.38
58.76
60.47

65.76
67.55
67.52
68.89

MetaSAug+25445/16284 meta images 63.28
MetaSAug+FSRC
62.59
MetaSAug+SOMC
63.53
MetaSAug+SOMC with BBN model
65.34

68.75
68.28
69.05
70.66

Discussion

The supplementary file provides more details (including results and analysis)
on the issues discussed in this part. The above comparisons suggest that the
meta data compiled by our SOMC are more effective than the independent
meta data in most cases (except the cases of high noise rate when MSLC is
used) and those compiled by FSRC in nearly all cases. This conclusion can be
explained by Theorem 1. We calculate the upper bounds of the test losses of
the models corresponding to the three meta data compiling methods, namely,
FSRC, IDMD (independent meta data), and our method SOMC, respectively.
Table 5. Test top-1 accuracy (%) on ImageNet-LT.
Method
ImageNet-LT
Base model (CE)
38.88
MCW+10000 meta images
44.92
MCW+FSRC
45.05
MCW+SOMC
45.97
MetaSAug+10000 meta images
46.21
MetaSAug+FSRC
45.77
MetaSAug+SOMC
46.68
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Table 6. Test top-1 accuracy (%) on on Clothing1M.
Method
Clothing1M
Base model (CE)
68.94
MWNet+7000 meta images
73.72
MWNet+FSRC
73.01
MWNet+SOMC
73.89
MSLC+7000 meta images
74.02
MSLC+FSRC
73.23
MSLC+SOMC
73.67

Fig. 3. Effect of λ on CIFAR-10-LT under the different imbalance factors (IF) based
on MetaSAug+SOMC (LDAM).

Fig. 4 shows the recorded values. SOMC does achieve the minimum upper bound
of test losses (i.e., b) among the three methods. This is consistent with the
theoretical analysis in Section 3.1 that the four criteria mainly aim to reduce dm
and b. More comparisons of the upper bounds of test losses are presented in the
supplementary file.
There are two important hyper-parameters, namely, λ and K, in SOMC.
They are tuned with grid search in the experiments. Nevertheless, the performances are usually satisfactory when λ ∈ {0.3, 0.5} (shown in Fig. 3) and K = 5.
In all the experiments, the parameter m in our SOMC equals the size of independent meta data used in existing studies for a fair comparison. In addition,
the time cost of SOMC is recorded.
An ablation study is conducted for the importance of each criterion in SOMC.
The results on imbalance learning (ResNet-32) are shown in Table 7. Removing
each criterion causes a performance drop. This result indicates that each of the
four criteria is useful in SOMC.
We use different backbone networks (i.e., ResNet-50, ResNet-101, and ResNet152 [26]). The results indicate that our method still achieves competitive performances. Comparisons with more competing methods and settings are conducted
in the supplementary file.
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Fig. 4. The upper bounds of test losses on CIFAR10-LT for the three meta data compiling methods under different imbalance factors (IF) based on MetaSAug (LDAM).
Table 7. Ablation study of MetaSAug+SOMC using CE loss on CIFAR-100-LT.
Imbalance factor
SOMC
SOMC
SOMC
SOMC
SOMC

5

w/o
w/o
w/o
w/o

Uncertainty
Diversity
Cleanness
Balance

200

100

50

42.19
41.21
41.37
40.09
43.32

47.14
46.23
46.42
45.59
48.03

51.29
50.21
50.13
49.52
52.36

Conclusions

This study has investigated the automatic compiling of meta data from training
data for meta optimization. A theoretical analysis is firstly conducted for the
generalization gap for automatic meta data compiling methods, and theoretical guidance for the construction of meta data is obtained. Four sophisticated
selection criteria, namely, cleanness, balance, diversity, and uncertainty, are summarized to reduce the upper bound of the generalization gap. These criteria are
cooperated to construct an objective function for optimal subset selection from
training data. The submodular optimization technique is leveraged to search
for the optimal subset. Extensive experiments on six benchmark data sets verify
the effectiveness and competitive performance of the proposed method compared
with SOTA competing methods.
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